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Dear editor,
Deep learning is widely applied in various fields [1,
2] recently. In the field of bioinformatics, deep
learning also attracts many attentions of re-
searchers. Danaee et al. [3] extracted depth func-
tional features from high-dimensional gene expres-
sion profile by stacked denoising automatic en-
coder and identified a set of highly interacting
genes for cancer biomarkers detection. Chen et
al. [4] proposed a novel spectral clustering with
automatic cluster number determination, which
provids new idea for cancer subtypes detection.
Sedano et al. [5] developed shape-based clustering
model by using time pattern of gene expression
values. Singh et al. [6] proposed cascaded feature
selection and stack sparse automatic encoders to
learn advanced features. Liang et al. [7] proposed
a novel learning model for multi-peak deep belief
network, which provids effective guidance for indi-
vidualized cancer treatment.

In addition, Xie et al. [8] predicted a gene ex-
pression of variant genotype based on the deep
learning regression model of multi-layer percep-
tron and stacked denoising automatic encoder.
Chen et al. [9] designed a deep learning method
(D-GEX) that fully captures non-linear correlation
between gene expressions, which reduces the cost
of gene expression profiling inference.

A new framework to mine GGI (gene-to-gene in-
teractions) and detect biomarkers is designed. The
overall framework is shown in Figure 1. First, a

three-layer model is constructed to select optimal
genes with critical information and DGEPN (deep
gene expression prediction network) is proposed
to mine GGSI (gene-to-gene sensitivity informa-
tion). Then, GCEN (gene co-expression network)
is constructed based on optimal genes, which will
be transformed into vectors via feature learning
algorithm. Finally, for the better discovery of crit-
ical gene modules and hub genes, CCSD (cluster
center self-determination) is applied to search gene
subsets or modules with high compactness.

Layered gene selection model. In order to bet-
ter mine the depth information contained in gene
expression data, the following selection strategy
is applied. The genes with differential expres-
sion, which are more relevant to sample classifica-
tion and highly sensitive to the other gene expres-
sion, are retained for further study. While filtering
out redundant information to simplify gene sets in
gene pool, the key information of gene expression
data is preserved as much as possible.

The genes with differential expression in differ-
ent sample sets are selected as the 1st gene pool.

In order to obtain better GGSI, DGEPN based
on the deep learning method with multi-layer neu-
ral network is proposed for extracting the expres-
sion correlation between genes. The schematic di-
agram of neural network architecture is shown in
the second layer part of Figure 1. Considering the
high-dimensional characteristics of gene expression
profiles, the main body of neural network consists
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Figure 1 (Color online) The framework of the proposed method for gene expression profile study.

of fully connected modules, which can better ex-
tract sensitivity information between genes.

Assuming that the number of samples is Nsam,
the gene dimension of each sample is Mgene, where
Min and Mout are the numbers of neurons in in-
put and output layers of neural network, respec-
tively. And each sample can be represented as
{xk

i |
Min

i=1 , y
k
j |

Mout

j=1 }|Nsam

k=1 . The sensitivity informa-
tion of the i-th input gene to j-th output gene
is defined as

Sij =
1

Nsam

Nsam∑

k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∂ykj

∂xk
i

∣∣∣∣∣, (1)

where ∂ykj /∂x
k
i represents the derivative of the j-

th output neuron to the i-th input neuron. The
normalized sensitivity information index is defined
as follows:

GGSI(xi) =

∑Mout

j Sij

max{
∑Mout

j Sij |i=1,2,...,Min
}
. (2)

The mean square error at each output unit is
defined by the loss function as follows:

Loss =
1

Nsam

Nsam∑

k=1


 1

Mout

Mout∑

j=1

(ykj − ŷ k
j )

2


. (3)

In order to avoid filtering out critical genes in
the process of gene selection, the 3rd layer gene
pool for co-expressing network construction is se-
lected from the 2nd gene pool based on binary
cuckoo search (BCS) algorithm.

Feature learning of GCEN via GGSI. GCEN
analysis algorithm, as an efficient and accurate bi-
ological data mining tool, can identify gene mod-
ules with high co-expression trend. The main

idea of network feature learning based on node2vec
technology is to transform gene node feature learn-
ing of GCEN into optimizing the “possibility” of
objective function, which can retain its neighbors’
information.

CCSD for module discovery of GCEN. The den-
sity matrix and distance matrix are obtained by
calculating the density of each gene and the mini-
mum distance to genes with higher density. Then
we draw the decision graph, marked as ρ− δ, with
the abscissa being density and ordinate being dis-
tance. According to the CCSD algorithm based
on density peak search, the genes with higher
density and relatively large distance on decision
graph are selected as cluster centers. According
to the characteristics of decision graph with data-
intensiveness and huge data volume, a new au-
tomatic determination method of cluster centers
based on plane fitting and residual analysis was
designed, which combines single and multiple lin-
ear regression analysis. More detailed description
about method is shown in Appendix A.

Results and discussion. Four gene expression
data sets from GEO were used in the experi-
ments, including GDS3837, GDS2771, GDS3257,
and GDS2373.

In order to clearly present the proposed method,
the results of GDS3837 are introduced in detail,
which is microarray gene expression data of pair-
wise tumor and adjacent normal lung tissue speci-
mens obtained from nonsmoking female non-small
cell lung carcinoma patients.

In GDS3837, the 1st gene pool was established
based on differential expression level, and the 2nd
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pool was screened according to GGSI score. Ow-
ing to the complexity and uncertainty of biological
experiments, the quality of each gene pool is veri-
fied. When verifying the classification information
abundance in the 2nd gene pool, principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) is used to extract features and
support vector machine (SVM) is used for sample
classification. The classification accuracy values of
the 2nd gene pool obtained by different methods
are basically stable, which further reflects the good
performance of critical genes extracted by layered
gene selection model. Finally, the 3rd gene pool
was optimized via BCS. Because of uncertainty
of optimization algorithm, the experiment of the
3rd gene pool construction will be repeated sev-
eral times. However, the GGSI value of optimal
genes selected by BCS is not the largest. The re-
sults show that only four tumor samples and one
normal sample are misclassified based on optimal
gene pool.

We can find that the key classification informa-
tion is well preserved during gene pool establish-
ment. Dynamic cut tree and CCSD algorithm are
applied to module discovery, leading to different
results. The number of modules obtained by dy-
namic cut tree is five, while CCSD discovered six
modules. And we take GDS3837 dataset as an
example of enrichment analysis about GO-terms
and pathway. The most significant of the top 20
GO-terms contain negative regulation of apoptotic
process, signal transduction and apoptotic process.
And the most significant of the first 20 pathways
from KEGG database contain pathways in cancer,
proteoglycans in cancer, and transcriptional mis-
regulation in cancer. According to the degree of
enrichment about GO-terms and pathway, it can
be drawn that the genes and modules obtained in
this study are effective biomarkers.

Furthermore, the covariance of co-expression
module discovered in the proposed method and
dynamic cut algorithm is very high, which in-
dicates that our method has good bioinformat-
ics interpretability. Taking GDS3837 as an ex-
ample, the structures of module 2 and module
4 are more compact, which have more potential
research value. It can be observed that different
modules have high discrimination, which indicates
that connections inside modules are denser than
those between modules. At the same time, the
gene SEMA5A, which can be used as a biomarker
for cancer detection, was also found in this exper-
iment as potential analysis target. And the gene
SEMA5A is very close to cluster center of module
2, which reflects the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

The overlapped rate of gene biomarkers between

baseline methods and DGEPN-GCEN2V is high,
where “critical gene” represents the number of
valuable genes in the references, “TOP-X” rep-
resents the number of X-genes of high potential
value identified by DGEPN-GCEN2V, and “over-
lapped rate” is the ratio of overlapped genes to
min{critical gene, X}. The final results show good
performance of the proposed method in different
gene expression data, which can discover more
compact co-expression modules with biological sig-
nificance and more comprehensive gene biomark-
ers of potential value. More specific descrip-
tion about experimental performance is shown in
Appendix B.
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